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INT.

WORKPLACE

CHRIS talks to a coworker.
CHRIS
It’s so tragic. They’re such a
good family and then to have all
that...that...
Looks to coworker and decides to be honest...a little.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
One of Kenny’s sisters was born
without legs and another one has
extra fingers. I could never
handle that. But Kenny’s family is
wonderful with them - treats them
all natural.
Coworker just listens.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
Kenny adores those girls takes them
everywhere with him. The mayor
calls them an “inspiration to the
entire human race!”
Coworker nods.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
The one without the legs has these
custom-made artificial legs that
she hooks onto herself. They’re
amazing they’re so lifelike the
exact same color and texture as her
own skin.
Interesting.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
The thing that really gets me about
her though and I’m probably alittle
strange to notice it...is every day
she’s got on a fresh pair of socks.
Waits for shock and/or understanding.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
If you stop and think about it you
realize there’s no way those socks
ever get dirty since she doesn’t
have feet that get them all sweated
up!
(MORE)

2.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
She’s just a stickler for
appearances and insists on fresh
socks every day because fresh socks
look better than wilted ones!

Coworker is trying to follow this.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
Well, when I look down and see
those spanking white socks hugging
those little plastic ankles of hers
the cuffs folded just so...it
brings tears to my eyes! That
little girl really takes pride in
how she...
Coworker waits.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
...though to be perfectly honest,
she does give me the creeps a bit;
I don’t like being around her. But
I have to, don’t I? She’s Kenny’s
little sister!...We all have to do
things that are hard, put on a
brave face. I just don’t know if I
have it in me.
Panicking a little.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
I can’t even help a blind person
cross the street! As soon as I see
one coming with their tapping stick
I try to disappear, hoping to God
they can’t really see me after
all...It’s a terrible failing! I
wish I could change. “Please God
make me more accepting!”
Changes gears again.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
All you need is the right attitude
right? It’s like Kenny’s
sister...she isn’t born with legs,
so she goes out and finds herself a
pair! She doesn’t lie around in
some wagon or grocery cart waiting
for someone to push her! She hauls
herself over to the medical supply
store and gets those legs with a
nice little pair of feet to match!

3.

One more thing.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
When you stop to think about it
we’re all hanging on for dear life!
This one has no legs, that one has
a bunch of extra fingers, I’m deaf
in one ear, you have trouble
listening... the whole thing is to
keep going...

